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ELEMENTARY SOLUTIONS OF DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATIONS

MICHAEL P. SINGER

In this paper we deal with the problem: when does a
differential equation have an elementary solution, that is a
solution which can be expressed in terms of algebraic opera-
tions, logarithms and exponentials? As an application of our
theorem, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for a
certain class of first order differential equations to have
elementary solutions.

For the simplest differential equation yf — a, where a is an
algebraic function, Liouville showed that if such an equation has an
elementary solution, then this solution is an algebraic function plus
a sum of constant multiples of logarithms of algebraic functions.
In his paper, "Liouville's Theorem on Functions with Elementary
Integrals", Pacific J. of Math., 24 No. 1, Rosenlicht showed how
this theorem can be handled algebraically and generalized. We will
use Rosenlicht's methods to show that if an arbitrary algebraic
differential equation has an elementary solution, this solution must
be of a special form.

An (ordinary) differential field is a field K and a map ' : K-* K
called a derivation, which satisfies (a + by = a' + V and (ab)r =
a'b + abf for all α, b in K. For example, a field of functions, mero-
morphic in some region of the plane, with the usual differentiation,
is such a field. A differential subfield k of K is a subfield which is
closed under the derivation. If c is in K and c' = 0 then c is called
a constant of K. The set of constants can be seen to form a subfield
of K. In this paper all fields will be of characteristic 0. By a
differential equation of order n over fc, we mean an expression of
the form f(y, y\ , y{n)) = 0 where / is a polynomial, with coefficients
in k, in the variables y,y', , y{n) with y{%) actually appearing. An
element u of K is said to satisfy such an equation if f(u, u'f ,
u{%)) = 0 where u{i) is the ΐth derivative of u. We note that if u
satisfies a differential equation of order n, then the field k(u, u\ , u{n))
is a differential field of transcendence degree at most n. To see
that it is closed under the derivation, note that by differentiating
the equation f(u, u\ , u{n)) = 0 we can solve for u{n+l) in terms of
lower derivatives of u.

If k c K are differential fields an element u(u =£0) in K is called
an elementary integral (exponential of an elementary integral) with
respect to k if there exist elements v0, vu , vn in k and clf c2, , cn
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constants of k such that

For elements u, v in K with u Φ 0, we say u is an exponential of
v or equivalently v is a logarithm of u if v' — u'ju. Note that if
w is in k (v is in k) then v is an elementary integral {u is an ex-
ponential of an elementary integral) with respect to k. K is called
a generalized elementary extension of k if

(1) K and k have the same field of constants, and
(2) there exists a tower of differential fields k — Ko c Kt c c

Kn—K where Kt = K^Ut) and ut is either algebraic over Kt^ or
an elementary integral with respect to K^ or an exponential of an
elementary integral with respect to K^.

If K is a generalized elementary extension of k and satisfies the
additional property that each of the above ut is either algebraic
over Ki-X or a logarithm or exponential of an element in Kt-19 we
say K is an elementary extension of k. It was shown in [8] that
every generalized elementary extension of k lies in an elementary
extension of k. Intuitively, one just has to add enough logarithms
into a generalized elementary extension K, making sure not to extend
the constants, to get an elementary extension containing K. We say
an element w of some differential extension of k is elementary with
respect to k if it lies in some elementary extension of k.

Generalized elementary extensions were introduced to deal with
the following phenomenon: Liouville's theorem [5], says that if u is
elementary with respect to k and v! is in k, then

v/ = vΌ + Σ c< —'

for some elements vt in k and constants ct. Another way of saying
this is: if an integral u of an element of k is elementary, then u is
an elementary integral, (this, of course, was why elementary integrals
were so named). In general we have no bound on the transcendence
degree of the smallest elementary extension of k containing u, because
we don't know how many logarithms (all possibly algebraically inde-
pendent) we need to adjoint to k to insure that we get u. Yet, we
know that u lies in a generalized elementary extension of transcend-
ence degree at most one over k. The main theorem of this paper
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says that this is true in general; if a differential equation over k of
order n has a solution in a generalized elementary extension of k,
this solution lies in a generalized elementary extension of transcend-
ence degree less than or equal to n over k.

Before I proceed, I need a technical fact about generalized
elementary extensions. We say an element u in K is a good
elementary integral with respect to k c K if

W =

with vt in k and {cu c2, , cn} a Q-linearly independent set of con-
stants. An element u Φ 0 in K is said to be a good exponential of
an elementary integral with respect to k c K if

u

with the Vi in k and {1, cu c2, , cn} a Q-linearly independent set of
constants. A generalized elementary extension K of k is said to be
good if the elementary integrals and exponentials of elementary
integrals used in building up the tower to K are good. I claim that
for any generalized elementary extension K of k there is a tower
of fields k = Kt a K* c aK% = K which turns K into a good
elementary extension of k. It is enough to show that for E — F{Θ),
where θ is an elementary integral or exponential of an elementary
integral, we can make E into a good elementary extension of F.
Let

and assume that c/s are linearly dependent over Q. We can assume
that ck depends linearly on cl9 •••, ck^ and let

ck =
n

with n, nlf , %*_! integers, then

Continuing in this way we can eventually arrive at an expression

θf = vί H
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where {du , dό) is a Q-linearly independent set of constants and
u0, ulf •••fUj are elements of k. So using this expression we see
that F{Θ) is a good elementary extension of F. Now assume that
Θ satisfies

θ «=i V,

and suppose {1, clf , ck} are Q-linearly dependent. As before assume
that ck depends linearly on 1, cl9 , ck_lf and let, ck = (nQ + nίc1 +
••• + nh^ck^\n where w, n0, ̂ i, •••, nk^ are integers, We can then
write

Letting ^* = θ%vk

n\ ut = v?vί*, u0 = %vo» we get

Note that /̂  is algebraic over F(θ*). Continuing in this way we
eventually get to the stage where {1, c19 , cά] are linearly independent
over Q, and θ algebraic over F(θ*) so F'a F(θ*) c F(θ) is a good
generalized elementary extension of F. In conclusion, we have shown
that if θ is an elementary integral with respect to F, then it is a
good elementary integral with respect to F, and that if θ is an
exponential of an elementary integral with respect to F then some
aθn(n e Z, n Φ 0, α e F*) is a good exponential of an elementary integral
with respect to F. This allows us to exhibit any elementary extension
K of k as a good elementary extension of k.

The proof of the theorem relies on a fact about algebraic depend-
ence of certain elements in generalized elementary extension (the
lemma below). This in turn relies on the following proposition, whose
proof can be found in [6].

PROPOSITION. Let L be a differential field and K a differential
extension field with the same constants as L, which is furthermore
algebraic over k(ζ) for some ζ in K. Suppose that cl9 , cn are
constants which are linearly independent over Q and ul9 , un9 v
in K (ut Φ 0 for all i). Suppose further that

is in L. If ζ' is in L, then ul9 , un are in L (the algebraic closure
of L in K) and v = cζ + d, where c is a constant and d is in L<
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If ζ'/ζ is in L, then we have v in L and there are integers v0, v19

• , vn with v0 Φ 0 such that u\QζH is in L for 1 ^ i ^ n.

LEMMA. Let kaLczK be differential fields with the same con-
stants. Let ζ, η be elements of K, algebraically dependent over L
such that ζ is an elementary integral or an exponential of an
elementary integral with respect to k, the algebraic closure of k in
K and Ύ] is a good elementary integral or a good exponential of an
elementary integral with respect to k(ζ). We can then find a ζ in
K such that

(1) ξ is an elementary integral or an exponential of an
elementary integral with respect to k.

(2) ζ and η are algebraically dependent over k(ξ).
(3) ξ is algebraic over L.

Furthermore, if ζ, rj are both elementary integrals, so is ξ and if
ζ, Ύ] are both exponentials of elementary integrals then so is ζ.

Proof. First note that we can assume that ζ is not algebraic
over L, otherwise we could take ζ for our ξ. From this we can
conclude that k(ζ) Π L = k. The proof now proceeds by considering
the following four cases:

Case 1. Assume

ζ' = Σai—- + t' and vf — Σb^—- 4- v'
Si Ui

where sif t are in k and ut9 v are in k(ζ) and {6J is a Q-linearly
independent set of constants. We can apply the proposition to the
expression

Σbi— + (v — yf)r = 0

with respect to the fields L c L(ζ) c K and conclude that ulf , un

are in L and v — ΎJ = cζ + d where c is a constant and d is in L.
Let ξ = d — v — η — cζ. Conditions (2) and (3) are then clearly
satisfied. Note that since ul9 •••, un are in k(ζ) Π L, they are in k.
We have

Since uif sif t are in k, ξ is an elementary integral with respect to k,
so we have (1).
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Case 2. Assume that

C - Σa£ + V and £ = Σb^ + v'

where si9 t, ui9 v are as before and {1, 6J is a Q-linearly independent
set of constants. We can apply the proposition to the expression

-It + Σbβ + v' = 0

and conclude that the ut and η are in L and v — cζ + d with d in
L and c a constant. Let ξ — η. Conditions (2) and (3) are then
satisfied. Since the st and d — V — cζ are in L Π k(ζ) = k and

we have that ξ is an exponential of an elementary integral over k.

Case 3. Assume

.k = Σa^ + t' and rf = Σbt^ + v'

with uu v, su t as before and {&<} a Q-linearly independent set of
constants. We can apply the proposition to the expression

Σbi—' + (v - η)' = 0

and conclude that v — 7) is in L and that there are integers v0, ., vn

with vQ Φ 0 such that u^ζH is in L. Let f = vp] — v). ξ then satisfies
(2) and (3). Each uKH is in ϊφ Π L = fc and

so f is an elementary integral with respect to k.

Case 4. Assume

C **< V ιUi

with wt, v, su t as before and {1, 6J a Q-linearly independent set of
constants. We can apply the proposition to the expression
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—ΊL + Σb%— + vf = 0

and conclude that v is in L and that there are integers v0, vίy ,
*>n+i with v0 Φ 0 such that the M<<C* and ψoζ^+i a r e j n £ . Let
f — ̂ "oζ^+i. (2) and (3) are then satisfied

so £ is an exponential of an elementary integral.

THEOREM. Let E be a differential field of transcendence degree
n over a differential field F. If E lies in a generalized elementary
extension K of F, then E lies in a generalized elementary extension
of F of transcendence degree n over F. Furthermore, if K =
F(θu , ΘN) where each θt is algebraic or an elementary integral
with respect to F(θl9 , ^_i), then E lies in a generalized elementary
extension of F of transcendence degree n which is likewise generated
only by elements which are algebraic or elementary integrals. A
similar statement holds if we restrict each 6t to be algebraic or an
exponential of an elementary integral with respect to F(θlf •••, #ί_i).

Proof. If n = 0, then the theorem is a triviality. Therefore,
we can assume that the transcendence degree of E over F is ^ 1 .
If F consisted only of constants, then any generalized elementary
extension would coincide with F. So we can assume F contains a
nonconstant. Furthermore, by the primitive element theorem for
differential fields [7], we can conclude that E = F(y, y', ••-, ym) for
some element y of E. Note that y, y', , y{n~l) forms a transcendence
base for E over F. Now the proof proceeds by induction on n.
Although the proof could be written to suppress the n — 1 step, we
include it here in the hope that it will aid in understanding the
induction step.

n = 1. Let E = F{y, y') with yf algebraic over F{y). Let K
be a generalized elementary extension of F, containing E, whose
transcendence degree over F is minimal with respect to all such
extensions. Using the facts about good elementary extension developed
in the paragraphs preceding the Proposition, we can pick a tran-
scendence basis θu - , θm such that each #* is a good elementary
integral or a good exponential of an elementary integral with respect
to some algebraic extension of F(θlf •• ,5<_1). Now assume m > 1
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and we will work towards a contradiction. We will apply the lemma,
so let k be the algebraic closure of F(θlf , 0W_2) in if, ζ = θm_19

r] — θm and L — Jc(y, y'). Since m was picked as small as possible,
y is not algebraic over k. Therefore, ζ and η are algebraic ally
dependent over L. We can conclude that there exists a ζ satisfying
the conclusions of the lemma. While £ is algebraic over k(y, y'), it
is not algebraic over k, for otherwise ζ = θm_x and rj = θm would be
algebraically dependent over F(θu •• ,# m _ 2 ), contradicting the way
they were chosen. Therefore, y is algebraic over F(θu •• , # w _ 2 , ξ)
and so F{y, y') would lie in a generalized elementary extension of F
of transcendence degree ^ m — 1.

Induction Step. Assume that the theorem is true for differential
fields E*, F * such that the transcendence degree of E* over JF* is
less than n. Again let if be a generalized elementary extension of
F, containing E, whose transcendence degree m over F is minimal
with respect to all such extensions. Assume m > n and choose a
transcendence basis θu , θm of K over F such that each θt is a
good elementary integral or a good exponential of an elementary
integral with respect to an algebraic extension of F(θl9 •••, θ^.

I will first show that for each j , with 0 <̂  j ^ n — 1, θm_β is
algebraic over F(θu , #,„_,•_*, y, y\ , τ/(i)) and that this last field
has transcendence degree m over F. This is a standard replacement
argument with the above induction hypothesis in a supporting role.
For j = 0, we know y is not algebraic over F(θlf , ^m_i), for other-
wise F(y, y\ , yw) would lie in a generalized elementary extension
of F of transcendence degree m — 1. Since # is algebraic cover
F(θl9 *",θm), we get θm algebraic over F(θ19 •••, θm_u y) which then
must have transcendence degree m over F. Now assume θm_k is
algebraic over F(θlf , #«-.*_!, y,y'f , ^/U)) for /c < j and that this
latter field has transcendence degree m over F. F(θu , θm) is
therefore algebraic over F{θu , θm_jf y, y', , i/0'"15) and therefore
y{j) is algebraic over this latter field. If yU) were algebraic over
F(θlf , βm_j_lt y,y',— , y{j~1}), then letting F * be the algebraic closure
of F(θίf , ^-y-i) in K and ί/* = ί7*^, y\ , 2/(i)) we would have
a field £7* of transcendence degree j < n over .F* which lies in K,
a generalized elementary extension of F*, so F*(y, y\ , 2/(%)) would
lie in a generalized elementary extension if* of F* of transcendence
degree j over i*7*. ϋΓ* would then be a generalized elementary
extension of F of transcendence degree m — 1 over ί7 which contains
F{y, y', , 2/w)> a contradiction. So # ( i ) must not be algebraic over
F(θlf , ^ - i - ! , y, y', , i/(i"1}) and therefore ^^y is algebraic over
F(θu , θm-j-19 y, , ?/(i)) and this latter field still has transcendence
degree m over F.
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In particular, we can conclude that θm_n+1 is algebraic over
F(θu , θm_ny y,yf, , y{*~») and so θm and θm_n+1 are algebraically
dependent over F{θu •••, θm-n-l9 y,y', •••, yn~l)). We will now apply
the lemma. Let k be the algebraic closure of F(θu , #m_n_i) in iΓ,
L be the algebraic closure of k(y, , yKn~γ) in K, ζ = #m_%, and
57 = 0W_Λ+1. By the lemma, there is a £ in K such that £ is an
elementary integral or an exponential of an elementary integral with
respect to k and 0Λ_Λ+i, 0m_» are algebraically dependent over k(ξ).
ξ is algebraic over F(θlf , θm_n_lf y, , ί/**"1*) but it is not algebraic
o v e r F(θlf , θm_n_u y , --9 t n ~ 2 ) ) . I f i t w e r e , t h e n F(θl9 , θm_n_ιy

ξ, θm_n, θm-n+i, V, , l/(%"2)) would have transcendence degree m — 1
over .P, contradicting the fact proven in the previous paragraph.
T h u s y'-n~1] i s a l g e b r a i c o v e r F(θlf *•-, θn_n_ί9 ξ,y, , y{n~Z)). I f w e
now let £7* be the algebraic closure of this latter field in K and F*
be the algebraic closure of F(θlt •••, ^-^-^ ξ) in i£, we see £7* is a
differential field of transcendence degree n — 1 over ί7* which lies
in a generalized elementary extension of F*. Therefore E* lies in
a generalized elementary extension of F* of transcendence degree
n — 1 over JF*. We can conclude that i? = F(y, , 2/w) lies in a
generalized elementary extension of F of transcendence degree
m — n + n — l=m — 1, contradicting our choice of m.

The proofs of the final two assertions of this theorem are the
same as the one above, keeping in mind the final sentence of the
lemma. These last two assertions were first noticed by Koenigsberger
[1], who outlined an analytic proof for the cases n — 1 and 2.

In the next two corollaries, C(x) will be the field of rational
functions over the complex numbers whose derivation is given by
x' = 1 and e' = 0 for all c in C.

COROLLARY 1. If a first order differential equation over C(x)
has a solution which is elementary but not algebraic over C(x), then
the equation has either a one parameter family of solutions of the
type

y = G(x, φQ{x) + a, log φ,(x) + - - + ar log φr(x) + c)

with c an arbitrary constant, the at

9s constants and G and the φ/s
algebraic functions or the equation has a one parameter family of
solutions

y = G(x, exp(9?0(#) + a, log ^(α?) + - + ar log φr(x) + c))

of similar descriptions

Proof. This theorem was first proven by Mordukhai-Boltovski,
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[2] and [4, p. 86], using analytic techniques. Let y be an elementary
but nonalgebraic solution of the equation F(x, y, y') = 0. By the
theorem, we know that y lies in a generalized elementary extension
of C{x), of transcendence degree one over C{x). This means that y
can be considered as an algebraic function G(x, θ) where θ is an
elementary integral or exponential of an elementary integral with
respect to some algebraic extension K of C{x). If θ is an elementary
integral with respect to K and c is any element of C, I claim that
G(x, θ + c) is a solution of the same differential equation as y. This
can be stated algebraically. The map which takes θ to θ + c induces
differential automorphism (i.e. a field theoretic isomorphism which
preserves the differential structure) of K(β). This map can be ex-
tended to a (field theoretic) isomorphism is K(θ, y) into K(θ)> the
algebraic closure of K{θ). It is known [5], that the differential
structure of an algebraic extension of a differential field of charac-
teristic zero, is uniquely determined, so the isomorphism of K(θ, y)
into K(θ) is a differential isomorphism. Therefore the image of y
satisfies the same differential relationships over K as y does. The
image of y — G(x, θ) is just G(x, θ + c) so this proves the claim. If
θ is an exponential of an elementary integral, then for any nonzero
d in C the map which takes θ to dθ induces a differential automor-
phism of K{θ). The same kind of reasoning tells us that G(x, dθ)
satisfies the same equation as G(x9 θ). We therefore have the con-
clusion of the corollary.

COROLLARY 2. Let f(y) be a rational function in the indeter-
minant y with coefficients in the complex numbers. If y' — f(y)
has a nonconstant solution, elementary over C(x), then l/f(y) is
either of the form

d(v(y)) or cd(u(y))dy
dy u(y)

where v(y), u(y) are rational functions of y with coefficients in the
complexes and c is a nonzero complex number. Conversely, if
f(y) Φ 0 and l/f(y) is of one of the two above forms, then y' — f(y)
has a nonconstant solution, elementary over C(x).

Proof. We prove the converse first. If l/f(y) is of the first
form, we let y be defined by the equation v(y) = x. If y is of the
second form, we let y be defined by the equation u(y) — exp(#/c).
In both cases, y will be a nonconstant solution elementary of C(x).

Now let y be a nonconstant element of some elementary extension
of C(x) such that y' = f(y). We then can conclude that the simple
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transcendental extension C(y), with the induced derivation ', is a
differential field. Expanding l/f(y) in partial factions with respect
to y we get

1 _ V' _ d(v(y)) , , Σ d(Uj(y))/dy ,
Λ/ V 7 " "ϊ~ ^ ^ 7~"\ V

f{y) dy uAy)

where Ui(y), v(y) are in C(τ/) and the c/s are in C. As before, we
can assume that the c/s are linearly independent over Q. Since y
lies in an elementary extension of C(x) we are reduced to one of the
following three cases:

(1) y is algebraic over C(x). In this case we have a relation
of the form v' + ΣCi(Ui/ut) = 1 in an algebraic extension of C(x).
Applying the proposition, with L = C and ζ = x, we see that the ut

are in C, so u\ — 0. Therefore

3/' = v = d(v(y))y,

(2) i/ is algebraic over L(^) where 1/ is an algebraic extension
of C(x) and θ is an elementary integral with respect to L. Since
θ' e L, we can apply the proposition to ζ = θ and get that each ut

is algebraic over C(x). If d(Ui(y))/dy Φ 0 for some i, then y would
be algebraic over C(x) and we would be reduced to the provious case.
50 we can assume d(Ui(y))/dy = 0 for all i and therefore (Ui(y)Y — 0.
As before we can then conclude that l/f(y) = d(v(y))/dy.

(3) y is algebraic over L(θ) where L is an algebraic extension
of C(x) and θ is a good exponential of an elementary integral with
respect to L. First notice that if we write

JL = ΣdA + V
θ Si

with Si and ί in L and dt in C, then since θ and x are algebraically
dependent over C(y) and x' = l e C(i/), we can apply the proposition
and get that each st must be algebraic over C{y). Thus each st is
algebraic over both C(x) and C(?/) and so must be in C if we are
not to be reduced to the case where y is algebraic over C(x). So
51 = 0 for each s€, and 0'/0 = t'. Our next step is to notice that we
have a relation of the form

ΣCi^ + v' = 1
Ui

in an algebraic extension of L(θ). Since θ'jθ is in L, we can apply
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the proposition and conclude that there are integers v0 Φ 0, vl9 , vk

such that each u\QθH and v is algebraic over C(x). Again if
d(v(y))/dy Φ 0 then y would be algebraic over C(x) and we would be
reduced to the first case. So we can assume v' - (d(v(y))/dy)y' = 0.
If we let ul°θv* = A, then

* = ±{£-».*) = 1(4-Vtt
Ui v0 \A% θ / v^Ai

so

1 = Σcβ + v = —Σct^ -
^ v0 A,

Each At and t is algebraic over C(x) and x' e C so applying the lemma
for the final time we can conclude that each A* is in C Thus, for
each uit

Ui Vo θ

If all the vt where 0, then each u\ — 0, so we would have

1 = Σc^ + v' = 0
ut

a contradiction. We can therefore assume vi Φ 0 and then u\/Ui —
(Vi/v^)(u[/u^ so

Σc^ =

Finally we get

-Ά— = Σcτ— + v' — c— where c ~ Σcx— .
/ \V) ui ux Pi

Thus l/f(y) = c(d(u1(y)/dy)/u1(y).
We can use Corollary 2 to show certain differential equations

have no elementary solutions. First notice that if we can write
Vf(y) = d(v(y))/dy for some v(y) in C(y), then by expanding v(y) in
powers of y and differentiating term by term we see that l/f(y) could
not have any term of the form 1/y, when we expand l/f(y) in powers
of y. Similarly if l/f(y) = (d(u(y))/dy)/u(y), when we expand l/f(y)
in powers of y, no terms of the form yi for i < — 1 can appear.
In particular y' = y2/(y + 1) has no nonconstant elementary solutions
since (y + l)/y2 = (1/y2) + (1/y). In general if f(y)eQ(y), we can
decide if l/f(y) is of one of the two forms described in the corollary
as was shown by Risch [3].
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